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Address FTC - Fabbrica Trentina Conduttori SRL Berica Cavi 
Via Pineta, 21 B 
38068 Rovereto (TN)

Country Italy

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
One Answer to all yours Request and Inquiries , a new way to put in contact you in our Solar World When a new project is born from a business idea
and gradually begins to take shape over time, the first problems are not long in following. That is the right moment to turn to the Solar Experts. FCT
Fabbrica Trentina Conduttori , the fastest-growing , full line Supplier of wires , cables for Solar & Security products in Italy The main aim of our
company is to satisfy the demands and requirements of our clients with innovative and cost-conscious products. We are today the only one in Italy and
one of the few Producers in Europe to be omologate TUV 2 With quality in design and workmanship from start to finish, we control the entire
conversion process from rod to your specified product. WE GO FURTHER YOU STAY CLOSED
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